Maturity in College

The average college trained man fails in his first job because of his lack of maturity. This was the message of Dr. R. N. McConnell of the University of Chicago. Among the reasons mentioned in his talk were: a lack of perseverance, self reliance, the ability to accept responsibility and the quality of being agreeable to different groups of people.

These conclusions point to the fact that colleges throughout the world are falling down on their job of training the individual not only to be a technician but also to develop into a mature person of judgment. The often made comment that the main job of the college is to make a man who has the knowledge of his subject into a technician also be based on the assumption that a man has certain character traits as well as knowledge to contribute. The world is not made up of automatons giving their all to raise the level of the individual. Instead it contains people of all descriptions and interests. The college man must learn to get along with these other individuals whom he must, whether he like it or not, live with during his college years.

The complete place of the college in preparing its graduates to cope with the future world that is forming so rapidly is difficult to formulate. It is hardly logical to assume now that the influx of graduates from the army's school of experience has died down that the students are more than ready. These men spend most of the year in college though and in their four or more years must develop the traits that will most aid them in their future life.

Perhaps here at the Institute there is more of an opportunity to develop initiative. It is almost forced on the student to survive, whether it be in the problems of politics, reliabilities and versatility are neglected in school life. These are things that can not be taught in the classroom but must be assimilated through contact with the environment. The faculty should serve as an example as well as an expounder of these traits. They are the older group that the students look to for guidance in science and inevitably look to for character.

FSSP Again at MIT

Continuing and expanding their work of last year, the MIT NSA Committee has laid plans for another Foreign Student Aid Project. This committee is made up of students from the Near East and Asia, W. F. C. is in charge of the committee, and the Institute Committees are co-operating to help in the work.

The committee will hold meetings on Saturday, March 12 at 10 a.m. in the Science Center. All students are invited to attend. The NSF will be in charge of the subscription to SAJ, and the committee has arranged for subscriptions to be sold at the SAJ book fair during the week.

The committee will also hold a meeting on Saturday, March 19 at 10 a.m. in the Science Center. All students are invited to attend. The NSF will be in charge of the subscription to SAJ, and the committee has arranged for subscriptions to be sold at the SAJ book fair during the week.

Letters to the Editor

The Tech

The Tech

To the Editor:

I wish to register a complaint against [name] of the class of '38, who has been acting as the editor of the Tech. The following are the reasons for my complaint:

1. The Tech is published as a weekly newspaper.
2. The Tech is read by students, alumni, and members of the public.
3. The Tech is a service to the community.

I am writing to you because I believe that the Tech is not fulfilling its purpose.

Yours truly,

[Name]

The Tech
While Don Lea pooled five goals into the net and Jim Fuller spent a quarter trying vainly to calm the rally without results, the schedule underlined the fact that Sigma Chi gave an exhibition of hockey that upset highly favored Northeastern in a time-lapse game last night. From the beginning of the second period until the last minute of the overtime period the Engineers outplayed and outscored a strong Husky squad to make the record read two wins to none over one game each among the league.

The Terriers started the first period with very little drive, trying to stop the N.U. scoring threats with stubborn checking and pinning and they did manage to make easy scoring opportunities that were denied them. During the closing minutes of the first period the team came close to scoring on a pass along the boards from the excellent play of Bryan goalie Larry Tilley, until Lea netted once on a pass from Fuller. This made the score four to one in favor of the Huskies.

The second period was highlighted by Scott Connor's brilliant goal leading, while Lea scored once on an assist from Hamilton, and again on a solo dash. Thus N.U. came back with two on even plays to even up the period tallies, making the totals six to three.

After ten minutes of play in the final period, Tim Chisholm scored a sweet shot off a pass from Jacobanis, to nail it up six-all. Northeastern had gained a 14-point lead in the final period, but the game was far from being over. The Terriers played the second half in constant danger of fouling out, and eventually did foul out early in the fourth quarter, but the game was far from being over.

In the overtime period Arey and Jacobanis reversed their passing and with a solo dash, the Huskies scored the go ahead. By the second overtime Tech's sailors came close to winning the regatta's end, with Boston leading 90 times in the 16 race series, they returned to Boston ahead of Tech 9 times in the 16 race series. They returned to Boston ahead of Tech 9 times in the 16 race series. They returned to Boston ahead of Tech 9 times in the 16 race series. They returned to Boston ahead of Tech 9 times in the 16 race series.
Students Prepare Barracks Cleanup

The occupants of the Institute's most densely populated dwelling-place, the barracks, have finally decided to lay down the water buckets and take up paint brushes. Free materials are being supplied by the management, and the men of some rooms have already begun to make inroads on 22's dinginess.

In order to provide more living space, three large rooms which were formerly study halls are being converted to sleeping quarters. These rooms had been damaged during the recent frosh-soph wars. When repair work is finished, men from rooms which have hitherto been most overcrowded will move in.

As there are at present 550 barracks dwellers, freshman and sophomore, and there will be a new group of initiates next September, the end of the days when the freshman is conditioned by a term in 22 is not yet in sight. The new senior house will not be open for business until next September. At this time place will be opened in the under-grad dorms for '51 and '52 men, but it is not expected that there will be space for the new class of '53.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18
Westgate Cooperative Nursery School. Films for children, who must be accompanied by an adult. Tickets at thirty-five cents may be purchased at the door. Proceeds to benefit Nursery School. Room 10-356, 10-39 p.m.

EXHIBITION

The Amcasian Laboratory exhibit will be on display in Lobby of Building 7 through December 14.

INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS

Ticket agents with railroad and pullman tickets will be at the office of the Technology Christian Association from 12:15 to 1:45 p.m. December 13-16 to facilitate travel arrangements.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

The Calendar will not be published for the next three weeks, December 17 to January 8. Material for the Calendar, January 7-15, is due in the Office of the Editor, Room 7-204, not later than noon on Monday, January 3.

Intramurals

(Continued from Page 5)

behind. Both teams were victorious during the week, Sigma Chi trampling Lambda Chi Alpha by the score of 52-21 and the Agenda beating Alpha Tau Omega, 37-23. The leading scorer of the league is Agenda's Drew Hollis with a total of 34 points in two games.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL

Leaders and Results

LEAGUE I

Navy 28 - Delta Kar Phi Gamma

LEAGUE II

Pi Lambda Sigma Chi

LEAGUE III

Sigma N

LEAGUE IV

Agenda Sigma Chi

Irene Bond - ABC Girl - University of Oklahoma says -

"I smoke Chesterfields because I know they'll always give me the Cooler, Better, MILDER smoke I really go for!"

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD

More College Students Smoke Chesterfield than any other Cigarette...by latest N.A.A.T.D. survey.